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PART II

YOUR SELF-STUDY PROJECT

what you wondered about in your teaching, and why you cared about the topic. You took
notes about your research rationale and wrote a research proposal. If you keep in mind that
the research and writing are continuous throughout your project, that frame of mind will
propel you to finish. As you learned earlier, it’s essential to begin your literature review and
continue searching for relevant research during your study. Take Gray’s (2005) good advice,
“Don’t wait to start writing until you finish the literature review—and don’t wait until you
finish your research either” (p. 30). Write about what you are planning to do. Write about
what is going on in your classroom during your study.
Each of the critical friend inquiries was designed to structure a space for writing, to break
down, scaffold, and organize your large writing project. The critical friend work was in essence
small drafts of a larger draft. It’s interesting how “calling something a ‘draft’ can be a device
to relieve tension, a way to suspend your overly critical reading of what you have written, a
way of putting aside your feelings of inadequacy” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 210). One of my
critical friends, Clare Kosnik, always reminded our self-study writing group, “Nothing is in
stone,” and that gave us something to push up against, shape, and reshape. Perhaps you will
want to share early thinking and/or quote yourself or an insight that marked a turning point
in your thinking about your research question or problem with your critical friend. Drafts are
meant to be changed, so honor the incompleteness of your work. Writing is not the same as
editing. Just get things on paper. You can later polish and edit, which takes time.
Also take time to reward yourself. Take artistic leave by going to a performance or a
museum; or take a walk in the park. I always discover new ideas when I move away from
my computer for a while to think with fresh eyes and also to let others’ creativity spark and
ignite my own.

Advice from a Self-Study Scholar
Writing Backward from the Results
Self-study scholars using qualitative methods do not write in a straight line. They design a study,
write a proposal, review studies on the topic, and plan a way to answer their focused research
question. However, when they draft the results section, they begin to revise the methods section to
reflect what they actually did and the changes they made to help them address their inquiry. Likewise
they revise the literature review to delete any article that is no longer relevant to the direction the
study actually took and to add any that are related to unexpected findings. As they go, they note
on the side any implications, should-have-dones, should-do-nexts, and so-whats that rise to
attention, thereby forming the conclusion. Repeating such forays from results to literature to
conclusion and back as needed, they craft a compelling narrative. The very last step is to rewrite the
introduction, drawing the reader onto a clear path through the argument to what now seems like
a logical conclusion.
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